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Francesca Paola is an Italian singer-
songwriter who moved to the Nether-
lands 4 years ago. With the show
“Smalltown girl” she will perform with
her piano and voice playing mostly her
songs, telling her story of a smalltown
girl moving abroad multiple times
and asking herself “where is home”?
Struggling sometimes with her sense of
belonging, she is learning that “home”
is anywhere you want it to be.xxxxxxxx

Flevoland is a two-person boyband.
The landscape of Flevoland with its
extensive polders, empty horizons and
endless vistas is their source of
inspiration. Electronic beats and melan-
cholic vocals tell the story of two young
adults ploughing through the fields of
life. Come listen to sounds of emptiness,
loneliness and desire and let yourself
emerge on a journey through empty
Flevoland.

The Wageningen Student Gypsy Chapel
Malac Banda has been making
Hungarian gypsy music since 1964. Over
the years knowledge of the music and
instruments has been passed on to the
new generations. Resulting in the
current occupation that will fill the room
with lively and spirited music. Expect
melancholic Hungarian ballads offset by
lively csardas melodies or danceable
gipsy-jazz music!

Harvey Cobb is sort of a comedian, kind
of a juggler, and almost an artist. As an
audience member, you’re never quite
sure what to expect, apart from
nonsense, meltdowns, oversharing and
Pink Boots. On November 3rd he will
present a work in progress for his first
full length show: ‘Pink Boots and An
Alcoholic Sock Puppet’.

The exhausting relationship with
yourself, your suffocating mother, your
phone, the climate debate, overly
tempting cheese-cake, and your ever-
sagging sock. What do you do when
something enriches you and limits you
at the same time? With dance as her
language, Mirjam Ravier loses herself in
a conversation with another.

Roi Soleil makes 'Frenglish pop with a
dash of queer glitter'. Matthĳs' alter ego
is based on Louis XIV, better known as
the Sun King. Musically he is inspired by
pop icons such as Stromae, Lady Gaga,
Mika and the Eurovision Song festival.
Roi Soleil brings a party drug of which
you didn't know you needed him so
much. Je vous présente: Roi Soleil.

Matias Stegmann, a singer from Argen-
tina, moved to the Netherlands for love.
He learned the Dutch language and
immersed himself in our habits and
customs. But how does he feel as a
warm-blooded Argentinian in the
sometimes so cold Netherlands? 'From
Buenos Aires to Amsterdam' is a story
about cultural differences, the search for
love and the vulnerability of the search
for a new home. Accompanied by tango
music, Matias forges this quest into a
moving and personal performance.

A violin piano duo taking you back to a
period right after the height of the roaring
twenties following the great depression.
Reminiscent of the optimism, classical
music traditions fuse with emerging
styles such as tango, jazz and blues
resulting in songs with lyrical melodies
and virtuosic cadenzas.

Springen in de Hofvĳver, de Zuidas
blokkeren, banners droppen van Shell-
gebouwen. ‘Niet omdat ik het wil, maar
omdat het moet.’ In deze voorstelling
gaat muziektheatercollectief de Amazones
de strĳd aan met alle worstelingen van
het dagelĳks leven van een activist. Een
strĳd waarin angst, euforie, schaamte,
hoop, depressie en liefde elkaar continu
afwisselen. Deze strĳd wordt bezongen
in kwetsbare elektronische popsongs en
teksten rechtstreeks uit het hart van
echte rebellen.

MAX & SERGE GRUSON THE LONG LONG NOW
(PERFORMATIVE INSTALLATION)

MIRJAM RAVIER LOST IN TRANSFORMATION
(DANCE)

Storytelling with an edge. Mixing personal
stories and Irish myths. An exploration of
love, addiction & healing. Sinead’s family
struggles with mental health and addic-
tion, but she thinks she has adapted well
overall. A real daddy's girl, her father was
her hero. Mom is crazy, Dad is the good
one. But when she grows up and her
father has a relapse, they are forced to
face the truth and re-examine the stories
they told themselves.

SINÉAD O’BRIEN HERO/BANLAOCH
(STORYTELLING)

MATIAS STEGMANN FROM BUENOS AIRES TO
AMSTERDAM (MUSIC THEATRE)

JIMMY PHILIP & DIEDERIK VAN LANGEN
CAFÉ 1935 (MUSIC)

DE AMAZONES DWARSLIGGERS: DE MUSICAL
(MUSIC THEATRE)

FLEVOLAND
(MUSIC)

FRANCESCA PAOLA
SMALLTOWN GIRL (MUSIC)

ROI SOLEIL
(MUSIC)
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W.S.Z.K. MALAC BANDA
(MUSIC)

FACEBOOK.COM/ROOMSERVICEWAGENINGEN
INSTAGRAM.COM/ROOMSERVICE.WAGENINGEN
WWW.WUR.NL/STUDIUMGENERALE

HARVEY COBB PINK BOOTS AND AN ALCOHOLIC
SOCK PUPPET (CIRCUS)

A F T E R P A R T Y :

SURPRISE ACT AND MINICULTURE

We will end the night together with a spectacular afterparty. Kicking things off with
our SUPER SECRET headline act, guaranteed to put a swing in your step.
Electronic music collective MiniCulture will then take over with the funkiest in
disco, house and more to keep you dancing deep into the night.
Follow our socials for the latest updates and line-up announcements!

Café Loburg Molenstraat 6 23.00 hrs

“Here we are in the year zero-two-
thousand-and-twenty-two, it’s been two
hundred-and-fifty million years since the
salt in this bottle came into existence,
and it’s been two days since it went
overdue.” Sometimes it feels like
everything is always happening, all at
once ... Like every event is concentrated
in a single point in time that we call
‘now’. But how much time does ‘now’
encompass? This is a performance
installation that invites you to wonder
what presence means in the present.
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STUDENT ROOM FEST IVAL

H3 Herenstraat 3

Casa Cranca I Hoogstraat 37A

Casa Cranca II Hoogstraat 37A

Bolus 9 Bowlespark 9

Witte Wilma Wilhelminaweg 24

Wolfswaard Aan de Rĳn 12

This act will be in Dutch
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